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[The interview reproduced below is the second in a series by the Nicaragua News Network with
Nicaraguan print journalists. (See CAU 01/17/90 for the first interview.) Sofia Montenegro is
the editorial section chief for Barricada, the Sandinista National Liberation Front's official daily
newspaper. (From 01/27/90 report by NNN)] NNN: This is a quotation from the November report
of the United Nations on the Nicaraguan elections: "Marked polarization on the political plane is
reproduced within the media, where at times the lack of objectivity reaches extremes difficult to
imagine." In your view, is this observation accurate? Montenegro: Everything is relative. I don't
believe in absolutes. I think on the one hand that [the report] is a perception an observer can
come to, indisputable perhaps. But, you also have to consider the history of this country. If anyone
lacks objectivity or independence, it's the US press. That's another matter. Media is a reflection
of society. Nicaragua is a polarized society, and the media reflects this. The media does not create
this polarization, but simply reflects it. Moreover, not all Nicaraguan media can be tossed into
the same bag. There are some who try to be more calm, more cool-headed. NNN: For example?
Montenegro: The weekly La Cronica. But La Prensa does not belong in this category. It's absurd.
Some radio stations are also tremendously virulent. NNN: How would you compare the written
and electronic media in Nicaragua with regard to their importance as architects of public opinion?
One could clearly say that the Sandinistas have hegemony in television, but not in the written press.
Montenegro: Hegemony is relative. There are an enormous number of weeklies in this country,
plus the three major dailies La Prensa, El Nuevo Diario and Barricada which are equivalent to
each other in terms of the number of copies they print, pages, etc. An enormous fuss has been
made, particularly by the Yanquis, over television, although television in Nicaragua is ridiculous.
It does not have the immense, almighty influence for average citizens, for communicators or for
anyone else that it has in the US. Nicaraguan television is a technically underdeveloped medium,
conceived mainly for entertainment. Little capability exists to produce local programs..., there are
lots of movies on television. There's little news. There are few commercials. TV does not have the
penetration or omnipresence that it does in the US. The print media is an institutional thing. Radio
has the most influence here. People are used to listening to radio. Some people do not have TV sets,
and television signals cannot reach mountainous areas. I think there's been a lack of objectivity
when analyzing the potential of all of the communication sources that Nicaragua has, and how
the media product is distributed. There is a balance. There's tremendous space for views of all
kinds. You also have to consider all the contra transmitters, all the radio stations the gringos have
parked around [Nicaragua's borders]. This country has been bombarded from all sides. NNN:
North Americans get the impression that Nicaraguan newspapers serve more of a propagandistic
or polemic role than a classically journalistic one. Montenegro: I don't put much weight on what
the US thinks a newspaper should be, in their own country or elsewhere in the world. They have
the newspapers they deserve. I think the US press is like the movies. In any case, the media are
already developed [in the US]. I think the role of the press here...cannot be taken out of its historic
or social context. A press that plays the role of political mediator, of social consensus-maker, can
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exist only in a stable society without the deep social divisions that exist in Nicaragua and the rest
of Latin America. NNN: Are Nicaragua's newspapers raising the level of political consciousness,
of citizens' ability to participate in political society? Montenegro: In my opinion and I'm a founder
here Barricada has adapted itself to distinct historic moments, phases experienced by this society.
I think that our revolutionary side has evolved. We have created a new paradigm for journalism,
but we have not been able to bring it fully into practice, for a simple reason: this country is at war.
As long as the war exists, combative journalism will exist. But we've been preparing ourselves,
changing the paper, remodelling, getting into new technology, because we do believe that peace has
to come at some point. I think La Prensa will remain atrophied, frozen in time. It has not managed
to evolve much in its thinking. Our plan is to begin to adopt another outlook when conditions
have relaxed...Not only do we want to do this, we are capable of doing so, because we have the
experience, the professionalism, we have trained and educated people an entirely new generation
of journalists with lots of political experience. We have taught ourselves. We've worked hard to
maintain political discussion on the level of argumentation not to sink to the level of calumny,
outright lies. NNN: Is it libelous or injurious, to equate the UNO with Somoza's National Guard
by referring to the GN-UNO? Montenegro: It is not libelous it's an historic fact. Fifty thousand
dead prove it. It is a reality recognized by the UN, the OAS, and the (World Court at the) Hague.
If you kill someone, and if it is proven that you're a criminal, the Pope will not pardon you. For
society as a whole, a proven murderer continues to be a murderer, regardless of what else occurs.
It cannot be avoided. We are not talking about someone stealing a hundred dollars, but rather
persons responsible for the deaths of thousands of Nicaraguans. NNN: The UN and OAS and
the Supreme Electoral Council disagree with you. They say that the newspapers particularly El
Nuevo Diario should refrain from using such inflated language. Montenegro: Let's look at the facts.
Everything else is editorial policy. The fact is that lots of people [contras and contra supporters]
who've gone around killing have also been propagandizing. They themselves admit this because
they're demented: they think they are doing UNO a favor by proselytizing with guns and terrorism,
shouting UNO slogans like "Viva la Violeta!," threatening people, telling them if they vote for the
Frente they'll die. We're not talking about `civic participation' here. The situation is very difficult,
tense. The role of the Supreme Electoral Council is to mediate to insist that people refrain from
fighting, from saying inflammatory things. We agree that we must try to speak calmly whenever
possible. The idea is not to stir people up, agitate or start a conflagration. But for me, in Nicaraguan
terms, referring to the GN-UNO is no worse than taking a photo of Gary Hart with some woman.
We're talking about different social values. In Nicaragua, no one is going to lose out in the running
as a presidential candidate for making love to some woman. This sort of thing appears incredibly
stupid, ridiculous to us. But O.K., it's a political scandal in the United States because values are
different. Up there such behavior might appear really criminal, an insult to dignity and the quality
of good citizenship. However, I think the problem [in the US] has more to do with rotten values. I
don't think the most gullible public in the world has the critical, political, or intellectual capacity to
judge a situation as complex as Nicaragua's. With a mentality as chauvinist and prepotent as the
dominant one in the US, the capability to understand and judge the Nicaraguan situation is nonexistent. NNN: Is it a conflict of interest to be the owner and publisher of a newspaper while at the
same time running for president? Montenegro: You should ask Dona Violeta that. Journalistically,
I'd say yes. Moreover, she censors her own allies. As a supposedly national newspaper, linked to a
broad alliance of parties, this alliance and those national interests are not reflected in La Prensa's
editorial policy. La Prensa only publishes things that the candidate wants to see in print. The La
Prensa decision-makers are not pluralistic, although they call for more pluralism, more pluralism,
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more space, more space. How do these people have the authority to demand from the government
what they themselves are incapable of doing with their own property, in their own sphere of action?
They are incapable of publishing anything about the far left, for example. They will not publish
anything about the MAP-ML, the PRT, who are super anti-UNO, anti-Sandinista, anti-capitalist,
anti-perestroika, anti-anything you want. La Prensa doesn't provide an inch of space for these types,
but of course, constantly lambastes the government. I think that authority is won by being coherent,
in terms of one's demands and also what one can fulfill. La Prensa does enter into the conflict, but
they are no more or less citizens than the rest of us. They constantly ignore the laws of this country,
while at the same time demanding that laws be complied with or introduced that they see in their
benefit. It's a type of right-wing intellect that places itself above society, above the state and the law,
as if it were an alternative force, which in reality does not exist. La Prensa's political line reflects
this [rightist intellect]. They are not pluralist. They do not defend national interests. Everything
revolves around the interests of a certain group. They are undemocratic. NNN: Edwin Yllescas (of La
Cronica) says that self-censorship is more characteristic of the Nicaraguan press than state-imposed
censorship. Comments? Montenegro: It does exist. Barricada sees itself obligated to exercise liberty
of expression with a great sense of responsibility. This sense of responsibility is much greater than
a newspaper that quietly attacks and nothing else, which does not exercise any constructive actions
within the society of which it is supposedly a part. I, for example, Sofia Montenegro, editor of the
official organ of the Frente Sandinista, don't have total liberty, but rather an immense responsibility
to watch what I say. NNN: Why? Montenegro: Because Barricada is the official organ of the party in
power. I am not free to say whatever pleases me as an individual. I know that everything that comes
out in Barricada is converted into part of an official line although it may originally have been my
own personal view, unrelated to what the Frente as a whole thinks, to what Comandante Ortega
thinks. This obligates me to exercise greater moderation than what Cristiana Chamorro (La Prensa
director) might see herself obliged to exercise...[In her case], it's as if you had given a dangerous toy
to someone who does not know how to use it. To be a journalist involves an enormous degree of
social and political responsibility. I'll give you a concrete example. Suppose tomorrow I say that the
Pope is a disaster, the Vatican behaves disgustingly, Poland sucks, or some such thing. The Frente
Sandinista, Barricada, would be misinterpreted by the embassies in this country; they would be
insulted. The situation might call for diplomatic explanations and so on. I am not free in this sense
as US journalists maintain they are to say whatever ridiculous and contentious thing I want...In a
country like ours one has to be that much more careful. NNN: Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky
argue that the role of the establishment media in North America is to "manufacture consent." Does
revolutionary journalism in Nicaragua set the same sort of task for itself? Montenegro: I think so.
All media does this. If we assume that societies regulate themselves through law and morality, we
see that the mediation role undertaken by the media is a function of norms and values. The way to
ensure that people behave is to ensure that everyone shares similar values, and thus, individuals
regulate themselves. The great transmitters of values and ideology are the communications media.
The basic difference from one socio-political context to another is to the type of society these media
are helping to construct, what types of values they are promoting. I think that as an individual and
a journalist, I am objective. But this does not somehow stop me from having philosophical and
political preferences. I do vote for and have fought for a party. Whoever tells me that ideology does
not exist, and that newspapers are bereft of ideology which is what the Yanqui media pretends, and
what Chomsky exposes as the big lie quite effectively , whoever exempts him/herself from ideology,
who presents him or herself as non-ideological, and thus defenders of the interests of "the people"...
give me a break. To our credit, the cause we defend, the side we support and why are clearly stated
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and proclaimed, obvious, evident. This is what makes (Barricada) quality propaganda. Hundreds
of US journalists who've passed through this country in the last 12 to 15 years obviously have no
party alliance, and ipso facto, they consider themselves objective, read neutral. It makes me smile.
If you analyze their thinking, the questions they ask and don't ask, who they consider credible,
you see they have values, ideological and political positions, etc. Although they apparently fail to
realize this, they do have a philosophical bias, because they are products of a particular society.
Here these things are clearly stated. Moreover, they exist within a combative context. A combative
journalism in Nicaragua still developing. I calculate that within a year, a new type of journalism
will emerge that will know how to become involved in the process of reconstructing the torn social
fabric, and which will fulfill the role of mediator in time of peace. I imagine that polemics will be less
passionate, less virulent. NNN: Is there something unethical about a newspaper receiving money
from abroad? Montenegro: One of the goals of the FSLN and Barricada was that this newspaper
be financially self-sufficient. We've worked like beasts to advance the business financially...We've
received donations from parties homologous to the Frente, from the French Communist Party,
for example. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union donated paper. The party did not donate
directly to Barricada it might have been from [the Soviet party newspaper] Pravda, or party to party.
NNN: Has Barricada received cash donations, as La Prensa and La Cronica have? Montenegro: We
have not received cash, but rather materials, aid in kind, paper, some equipment and technological
information. Those who donate to us are not millionaire institutions either. I'll tell you something,
strictly as a professional. If I had received the extraordinarily scandalous quantity of money that
La Prensa has received, I would have exercised a bit more intelligence [than La Prensa has], and
produced a deluxe, first-class right wing newspaper. It would be a question of thinking a little.
NNN: It is interesting that even during the recent events in Panama, La Prensa published only
international material from AP, UPI and AFP. You'd think they would have sent a correspondent
to Panama City. Montenegro: In addition, La Prensa lacks the mystique of people struggling. They
know they are fighting for a sad cause. Moreover, the right has no intellectuals...They don't have
a single essayist or good writer or commentator. The only one they have is Pablo Antonio Cuadra.
He's a great poet, but his politics are a disaster. I also know that La Prensa has large numbers of
computers, many of which have been stored someplace. They have not installed them. They have
not done anything to modernize themselves technically. Money, advisers, materials, they have no
lack of. Actually, we Sandinistas were so surprised! We had expected that at least they would have
learned something [following La Prensa's reopening in the wake of the Esquipulas peace accords].
We expected they would come out with an opposition newspaper and start gaining lost ground.
We expected that they would publish a quality newspaper well written, great graphics, with good
journalists obligated to write better in order to recover political capital lost during all these years.
The first day La Prensa came out, everyone in Nicaragua bought a copy. They did not restrain
themselves, it was the same old venomous visceral screeching about the Sandinistas. I heard that
[Costa Rican President Oscar] Arias sent La Prensa a Costa Rican adviser. The adviser even told
them to lower the volume.

-- End --
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